We propose a route to spatiotemporal chaos for one-dimensional stationary patterns, which is a natural extension of the quasiperiodicity route for low-dimensional chaos to extended systems. This route is studied through a universal model of pattern formation. The model exhibits a scenario where stationary patterns become spatiotemporally chaotic through two successive bifurcations. First, the pattern undergoes a subcritical AndronovHopf bifurcation leading to an oscillatory pattern. Subsequently, a secondary bifurcation gives rise to an oscillation with an incommensurable frequency with respect to the former one. This last bifurcation is responsible for the spatiotemporally chaotic behavior. The Lyapunov spectrum enables us to identify the complex behavior observed as spatiotemporal chaos, and also from the larger Lyapunov exponents characterize the above instabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Macroscopic systems maintained far from equilibrium exhibit spatially coherent structures, patterns, which are ubiquitous in nature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ; these appear as a way to optimize energy transport [2] [3] [4] [5] . As the parameters of the system are changed, stationary patterns can become unstable and bifurcate to more complex patterns, even into aperiodic dynamics states [5] [6] [7] [8] . This behavior is characterized by complex spatiotemporal dynamics exhibited by the pattern and a continuous coupling between modes in time and space. Complex spatiotemporal dynamics of patterns have been observed, for example, in fluids [9] [10] [11] , chemical reaction-diffusion systems [12] , cardiac fibrillation [13] , electroconvection [14] , fluidized granular matter [15] , and in a liquid crystal light valve [16] . However, the above scenario or route is not fully understood in the context of extended systems, since there is not a well-established qualitative theory of the partial differential equations. Several routes have been proposed for the transition from order to disorder in wave media such as defect-mediated turbulence [7] , onset of space-time chaos in Galilean invariant systems [8] , spatiotemporal intermittence [17] , quasiperiodicity [18] , crisis of spatiotemporally chaotic saddles [19] , spatiotemporal chaos via stationary branching shocks and holes [20] , and phase turbulence [21] . Despite the above mechanisms in wave media, the understanding of how pattern-forming systems acquire a complex spatiotemporal dynamics still has not been elucidated.
A classic scenario for the emergence of complexity in low-dimensional systems is the quasiperiodicity route [22] . By modifying a control parameter, this route shows a transition from a stationary solution to an oscillatory one through an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. Following the parameter value modification, the solution displays a second incommensurate frequency with respect to the original one, generating a quasiperiodic behavior. Further modification of the parameter will induce the emergence of temporal chaotic behavior [22, 23] .
A prototype model used to explain the emergence of patterns in one-dimensional non-equilibrium systems is the * marcel@dfi.uchile.cl Swift-Hohenberg equation, which was initially proposed in the context of Rayleigh-Bernard convection [3] [4] [5] 24 ]. This nonlinear model accounts for the spatiotemporal evolution of a scalar field, which is an order parameter that describes the dynamics near the confluence of a spatial bifurcation and a stationary pitchfork instability with reflection symmetry. This bifurcation of codimension two in the parameter space corresponds to a Lifshitz point [5] . The Swift-Hohenberg equation is a variational type equation, that is, the dynamics described by this model is characterized by the minimization of a functional. Hence, the system can only exhibit stationary behaviors such as patterns and uniform states. Therefore, the appearance of permanent behaviors as oscillations, lowdimensional chaos, or spatiotemporal chaos must be ruled out from this prototype model. To account for the complex spatiotemporal dynamics observed in several optical systems, a nonvariational generalization of the Swift-Hohenberg equation has been proposed [25] [26] [27] [28] . This model describes a Lifshitz point bifurcation without reflection symmetry. This nonvariational model has been derived in several contexts ranging from biological to nonlinear optics systems [25] [26] [27] [28] .
In this manuscript we study the route shown by a cellular pattern on its transition toward spatiotemporal chaos for the nonvariational generalization of the Swift-Hohenberg equation, which describes pattern formation in nonvariational systems. The model presents a route from stationary to spatiotemporal chaotic pattern characterized by two successive bifurcations. Initially the pattern undergoes a spatial period doubling subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, which gives rise to an oscillatory pattern. This dynamical behavior is dominated by the Andronov-Hopf frequency and its harmonics. Subsequently, a second bifurcation displays the appearance of an incommensurable frequency with respect to the former one. This last bifurcation is responsible for the spatiotemporal chaotic behavior of patterns. Using the Lyapunov spectrum we identify the most complex behavior observed as spatiotemporal chaos, and also from the larger Lyapunov exponents characterize the above instabilities. The former scenario is a natural extension of the quasiperiodicity route of low-dimensional chaos to extended systems.
The manuscript is organized as follow: In Sec. II the nonvariational generalization of the Swift-Hohenberg equation is introduced and its rich spatiotemporal dynamics is described.
The Lyapunov spectrum allows us to characterize the spatiotemporal chaos exhibited by the patterns. In Sec. III the route to spatiotemporal chaos of one-dimensional patterns of the nonvariational generalization of the Swift-Hohenberg equation is analyzed. In particular, the instabilities that characterize the spatiotemporal chaos route, such as the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation and the emergence of spatiotemporal chaos of pattern, are studied. Our conclusions are left to the final section.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL NONVARIATIONAL PATTERN FORMING MODEL
The model that describes the dynamics near the confluence of a spatial instability and a stationary bifurcation without reflection symmetry for the order parameter is the nonvariational generalization of the Swift-Hohenberg equation or the Lifshitz normal form [25, 28] ,
where the order parameter u(x,t) is a scalar field, {x,t} account for the space and the time coordinates, is the bifurcation parameter, η accounts for the asymmetry between homogeneous states, c is the nonlinear advection coefficient, and {ν,b} are, respectively, the linear and nonlinear diffusion coefficients. The linear term on the right side of Eq. (1) with fourth spatial derivative accounts for hyperdiffusion. The higher terms are eliminated by considering the following scaling:
, and c ∼ O (1). Hence, Eq. (1) is an order parameter equation describing the dynamics around Lifshitz point [29] . Notice that for b = c = η = 0 the previous model, Eq. (1), corresponds to the well-known Swift-Hohenberg equation [24] . The additional terms (b = c = 0) forbid the existence of a Lyapunov functional, allowing the existence of permanent dynamics. In the exceptional case that b = 2c, the above equation is variational. We remark that Eq. (1) is temporal and spatial translation invariant. Moreover, it is invariant under spatial reflection symmetry (x → −x).
A. Spatiotemporal chaos of patterns
It is well-known that the Swift-Hohenberg equation with negative diffusion (ν < 0, b = c = 0) exhibits stationary patterns in a wide range of parameters [4, 5] . The inclusion of nonvariational terms allows the emergence of permanent dynamics behavior as equilibrium states, such as oscillations, chaos, spatiotemporal chaos, and so on [25] . In order to find the parameter region where the patterns are observed, a weakly nonlinear analysis of a critical model can be performed following the standard amplitude equation method [3, 5] . This analysis reveals that the parameter c does not play a role in the transition between uniform and pattern state. Hence, c is a suitable parameter to investigate the emergence of complexity over the pattern solutions.
Numerically, we investigate the dynamics of the patterns for different values of the nonlinear advection parameter c and observe the alteration in the dynamics of the pattern state. It must be pointed out that a balance between c and b is required to sustain the permanent dynamics. In all numerical simulations conducted along this work we use a linear Algebra library [30] . The algorithm is a scheme of finite difference for the space (with up to four neighbors) with specular boundary conditions and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm for the time evolution.
For c < c AH ≡ 5.440 ± 0.005, the pattern is stationary. Figure 1 (a) shows a spatiotemporal diagram of the typically observed pattern. As we increase c, the pattern exhibits oscillations and complex spatiotemporal behavior as illustrated in the spatiotemporal diagram showed in Fig. (1) . To illustrate the complex dynamics exhibited by the system, in the lower panels of Fig. (1) , we have considered the temporal evolution of two points of the system. From this evolution, one clearly observes periodic and aperiodic dynamical behaviors. When c is large enough the system exhibits spatiotemporal chaos. In order to figure out the complex dynamics exhibited by the patterns, we consider a region of the parameter space where the spatiotemporal diagram of the field u(x,t) is more complex [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. From this figure, it is easy to see that the spatiotemporal diagram is characterized by patches that exhibit large amplitude oscillations of the pattern with a complex spatiotemporal structure. Another intuitive way to understand the complex behavior exhibited by patterns is to consider two slightly different initial conditions and the auxiliary field
where u(x,t) and u (x,t) are the order parameter with slightly different initial conditions, and the symbol | · | accounts for absolute value. Thus, ζ (x,t) accounts for the evolution of the difference between two different initial conditions. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the order parameter u(x,t) and the field difference ζ (x,t) with a small difference in the initial condition. In order to emphasize the complexity behind this spatiotemporal evolution in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) we show a magnification of the respective space-time diagrams. In addition, we have considered the temporal evolution of the spatial norm of the difference field
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) illustrate the temporal evolution of this variable. The system is characterized by initially exhibited exponential growth of |ζ (t)| and subsequently shows a saturation. This is the typical dynamical behavior observed for two initial conditions in chaotic systems. From this figure we can infer that the evolution of the pattern is sensitive to initial conditions. Furthermore, the difference field ζ (x,t) has a complex spatiotemporal structure, which at different time scales has a similar spatial structure, revealing the order behind complexity.
B. Lyapunov spectrum
A characterization of chaos and spatiotemporal chaos can be done by means of Lyapunov exponents [31] . These exponents measure the growth rate of generic small perturbations around of a given trajectory in finite-dimensional dynamical systems. The Lyapunov exponents depend on the linear operator, deduced by linearizing the dynamic around the trajectory before mentioned. There are as many exponents as the dimension of the system under study. Additional information about the complexity of the system could be obtained from the exponents, for instance, the dimension of the strange attractor (spectral dimensionality) or dynamic disorder measures (entropy) [33] .
The analytical study of Lyapunov exponents is a titanic endeavor and in practice inaccessible, then the logical strategy is a numerical derivation of the exponents. To study numerically the Lyapunov exponents is necessary to discretize the partial differential equation. Let N be the number of discretization points. Thus, the system has N Lyapunov exponents. We introduce the following notation for the Lyapunov exponents {λ i }, where i parameterizes the numbers of points (i = 1, . . . ,N) . If we sort in a decreasing manner the Lyapunov exponents, when N diverges (thermodynamic limit) these exponents converge to a continuous spectrum as Ruelle conjectured [32] . Therefore, if the system has spatiotemporal chaos in the thermodynamic limit, there are an infinite number of positive Lyapunov exponents. That is, in extended systems, the notion of Lyapunov exponents should be generalized to a Lyapunov density λ i → λ(x).
The set of Lyapunov exponents provides an upper limit for the strange attractor dimension through the Yorke-Kaplan dimension [33] 
where p is the largest integer that satisfies p i=1 λ i > 0. In parallel, the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (S KS ) measures the information of the system [33] . This entropy is defined as
where κ is the largest integer that satisfies λ κ > 0. In the thermodynamic limit the Yorke-Kaplan dimension and the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy diverge with the size of the system as consequence of the Lyapunov density [34] . The above properties are the main features of spatiotemporal chaos or extended chaos [6] . It is noteworthy that these properties from the point of view of experimental observations are difficult. Then, it is required to develop appropriate tools to overcome this difficulty.
We have conducted numerical simulations of Eq. (1) for different N s and large c, in order to verify the above properties. Furthermore, we have computed partially the Lyapunov exponents, using the strategy proposed in Ref. [44] . Introducing a small perturbation δu(x,t) ≡ u s (x,t) − u(x,t) around a given trajectory u s , replacing in Eq. (1) we get
with the linear operator
The calculation numerically of the Lyapunov exponents from the above equation is a complex task, as the dominant direction suppresses the other ones. Hence, to compute the first larger k N Lyapunov exponents, we consider a discrete approximation of Eq. (1), introducing a stability parameter γ > 0, and augmenting the dynamical system with an orthonormal
. To keep the orthonormality of this base, we solve the augmented dynamical system, composed by Eq. (1) and
where Q is a matrix whose columns correspond to the vectors of the dynamical base {ê i (t)}, Q t accounts for the transpose of Q, I k is a k-rank identity matrix and T is the upper-triangular matrix define by [44] 
As the complete system is computed, each Lyapunov exponent in the partial spectrum attains a definite value, which can be calculated as [44] 
Figure 3(a) depicts the Lyapunov spectrum obtained for different N s and shows that the Lyapunov spectrum converges to a well-defined smooth curve (Lyapunov density), when one considers the intensive variable i/N. Hence, in the thermodynamic limit the number of positive Lyapunov exponents diverges. On the other hand, the spectral dimension D YK diverges proportional to the system size, which is consistent with Ruelle conjecture (cf. Fig. 3 ) [31, 32, 34] . A similar behavior of the Lyapunov spectrum is observed in Ginzburg-Landau-type oscillators with global coupling [35, 36] , Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation [31, 37] , GinzburgLandau model [38] , excitable medium [39] , and Boussinesq equations for Rayleigh-Benard convection [40] . Therefore, from the above numerical analysis we can conclude that the dynamical behavior exhibited by patterns in the nonvariational 
III. ROUTE TO SPATIOTEMPORAL CHAOS IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN FORMING SYSTEMS
To understand the origin of the observed pattern complex dynamical behavior of Eq. (1), we use as order parameter the largest Lyapunov exponent defined by
where u(x,t) and u (x,t) are two solutions of Eq. (1), o ≡ ||u(x,t 0 ) − u (x,t 0 )|| and ||f (x,t)|| 2 ≡ |f (x,t)| 2 dx is the used norm. (t) ≡ ||u(x,t) − u (x,t)|| stands for the global evolution of the difference between the fields. In order to calculate the largest Lyapunov exponent in an efficient manner, we use the strategy proposed in Ref. [41] . Which correspond to consider an orbit u(x,t) and the dynamics around, characterized by Eq. (6) with a small δu(x,t). Then we obtain the temporal evolution of δu(x,t) and (t). Assuming an exponential growth of (t), the maximum Lyapunov exponent corresponds to the slope of log[ (t)/ 0 ].
When λ 1 is positive or negative, the perturbation of a given trajectory is characterized by an exponential separation or approach, respectively. Hence, attractors such as stationary patterns or uniform equilibria are characterized by negative λ 1 . Conversely, complex behaviors such as chaos and spatiotemporal chaos will exhibit positive λ 1 . Dynamical behaviors with zero largest Lyapunov exponent correspond to equilibria with invariant directions, such as periodic or quasiperiodic solutions and nonchaotic attractors characterized with polynomial growth rate [33] . Figure 4 shows the largest Lyapunov exponent λ 1 of the pattern state as a function of the nonlinear advection parameter c for Eq. (1). This largest Lyapunov exponent allows us to distinguish clearly three different regimes exhibited by the system. For c < c AH , the system exhibits a stable stationary pattern. Then, we call this a region of static patterns. When c is increased and approaches c AH = 5.440 ± 0.005, the pattern becomes unstable (zero Lyapunov exponent) through a subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation.
A. Andronov-Hopf bifurcation
In order to characterize this bifurcation, we have considered c c AH and numerically determined the pattern solution of Eq. (1), u p (x) (see Fig. 5 ). Linearizing the dynamics around this periodic solution [cf. Eq. (6)], subsequently computing the eigenvalues of L[u p (x)] operator leads us to the spectrum. However, in the continuous limit is a complex task to calculate this spectrum. Then we have considered the alternative of calculating this spectrum numerically by discretizing the system. Then L[u p (x)] becomes a matrix and the eigenvalues are obtained by the diagonalization of this matrix. The respective spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(a) . This spectrum shows that the pattern presents an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, that is, two complex conjugated eigenvalues will cross the imaginary axis on the complex plane. The eigenvalue at the origin of the complex plane stands for the Goldstone mode due to the spatial translation invariance [42] . Note that the marginal mode with nonzero imaginary part is not spatially uniform and its spatial period is twice the wavelength of the stationary pattern [cf. Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) ]. On the onset of the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (c c AH ), the system is characterized by inhomogeneous spatial oscillations of finite amplitude, which can be decomposed as the superposition of the original pattern and the marginal critical mode with nonzero imaginary part.
Complementary information can be extracted from the power spectrum density F (f ) = F(|ζ (t)|) of the temporal trace of the spatial norm of the difference field |ζ (t)| [see Eq. (3)]. Figure 6 shows the F (f ) of |ζ (t)| and the spatiotemporal diagram of u(x,t) for different parameters. The power spectrum density can be used to understand how the excited spatiotemporal modes evolve and interact. We note that the dynamics exhibited by the system, when c c AH , is dominated by the fundamental frequency and its harmonics (see left-hand inset in Fig. 6 ). It is important to note that an extended system that displays an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation can exhibit generically spatiotemporal chaotic behavior [21, 43] .
Close to the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, we can introduce the ansatz
where u p (x,t) stands for the stationary pattern with spatial period p, which undergoes the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation [cf. Fig. 5(c) ] and u 2p (x) stands for the critical marginal mode with spatial period 2p and frequency ω [cf. Fig. 5(b) ], x o (x,t) stands for the dynamical evolution of the spatially invariant translational mode, A stands for the amplitude of u 2p and h.o.t are higher order terms. Following Ref. [42] , A satisfies a subcritical complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, when the cycle of bistability is small; i.e., in the previous ansatz it makes sense to consider the amplitude small [A(x,t) 1] [31] . However, the bistability cycle shown by Eq. (1) does not have a region where A is small. Figure 7 shows the typical bistability cycle observed in this system. From this figure we can infer that the oscillatory solution appears through a subcritical bifurcation of a large amplitude, also it exhibits a secondary bifurcation, which corresponds to another oscillatory solution. Due to the large hysteresis loop and the secondary instability of the bifurcated state, the subcritical complex Ginzburg-Landau equation only describes qualitatively the dynamics around c AH .
Hence, in the second region identified on the bifurcation diagram presented in Figs zone. It is important to note that the frequency power spectrum, F (f ), of the evolution of the |ζ (t)| throughout this region has a similar shape, that is, the F (f ) is governed by the AndronovHopf frequency of patterns and its harmonics.
B. Emergence of spatiotemporal chaos
When c exceeds c QP , the largest Lyapunov exponent exhibits a qualitative change in its behavior. λ 1 starts to increase as shown in Fig. 4 and becomes positive. Spatiotemporal diagrams in this region exhibit spatiotemporal chaos, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . In order to understand the origin of this complex behavior, for c QP c, we calculate the frequency power spectrum F (f ) of the |ζ (t)| and we observe the emergence of a new incommensurable frequency (see inset on the center Fig 6) . Later, the discrete F (f ) changes toward a continuous power density spectrum (see curve in the inset on the right-hand side in Fig 6) . Figure 4 illustrates the region where spatiotemporal chaos of patterns is observed. We have named this region as spatiotemporal chaos zone. Notice that throughout this region (c > c QP ) the frequency power spectrum is qualitatively similar. The frequency power spectrum allows us to conclude that the appearance of this incommensurable second frequency is responsible for the destabilization of the patterns oscillation and for the emergence of complex spatiotemporal behavior for the pattern.
To understand the origin of the emergence of a quasiperiodical behavior, we have studied numerically the evolution of the five larger Lyapunov exponents around the transition points. Figure 8 shows the evolution of these Lyapunov exponents as a function of the nonlinear advection parameter c. From this figure we can infer that the appearance of the second frequency is associated with the second larger Lyapunov exponent crossing the horizontal axis and then it is followed by the other Lyapunov exponents. Around this transition region a relevant number of Lyapunov exponents are positive, then one expects the emergence of spatiotemporal chaos. In brief, the exhibited dynamical behavior of the Lifshitz normal form, Eq. (1), is a natural extension of the quasiperiodicity route for low-dimensional chaos of limit cycles [22] to patterns in extended systems.
IV. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In modern dynamical systems theory there are two milestones, the theory of turbulence by A. Kolmogorov in 1941 [45] and the rediscovery of chaos by hands of the meteorologist E. Lorenz in 1963 [46] . These two milestones can be seen as two limits in the description of complexity. Low dimensional chaotic behavior could be obtained by a system with, at least, three degrees of freedom; on the other hand, turbulence needs infinite degrees of freedom in their description. In this framework, spatiotemporal chaos is a dynamical behavior of a system that needs infinite degrees of freedom; however, it does not obey the statistical rules required by the turbulence theory. To date, the study of spatiotemporal chaos in an extended system is still, in general, an open and fundamental question.
Following the pioneering line of thought that Landau used to understand turbulence [47] , this intricate dynamical behavior must be a result of a sequence of instabilities. We have considered a universal model that describes patterns formation, where by modifying a single parameter, a transition from a steady pattern toward a spatiotemporal chaotic behavior appears. The signature of this route is an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation of the stationary pattern accompanied by the emergence of an oscillatory pattern, to be then replaced by the final spatiotemporal chaotic pattern as a second incommensurate frequency develops. The exhibited dynamical behavior is a natural extension of the quasiperiodicity route of low-dimensional chaos to extended systems.
A Similar route has been observed for traveling waves at the onset of spatiotemporal chaos in a wide class of Galilean invariant models [8] . This similarity is a consequence of the fact that primary bifurcations such as Andronov-Hopf are of low dimension. That is, the number of unstable modes is small. Contrarily, secondary bifurcations are characterized by a large number of modes becoming unstable simultaneously. This property is shown in the large number of Lyapunov exponents that become positive.
The presented scenarios for spatiotemporal chaos in onedimensional pattern-forming systems have been characterized by the larger Lyapunov exponents and spatiotemporal chaos by its respective Lyapunov density. The largest Lyapunov exponent is an appropriate order parameter to characterize emergence of complex dynamical behaviors such as spatiotemporal chaos. The strategy presented can be implemented in any extended dynamic system, which exhibits the emergence of complex spatiotemporal behavior, where tools such as Lyapunov density play a central role in the characterization of complexity.
The nonvariational generalization of the Swift-Hohenberg model, Eq. (1), besides exhibiting spatiotemporal chaos also presents coexistence with uniform state. Then, this model exhibit localized complex state [16] or fronts between these states. These interfaces show intrincate dynamic behavior, studies on the characterization of this type of dynamics are in progress.
